To the Editor:

We have read with great interest and congratulate H[useini]{.smallcaps} *et al.* \[[@C1]\] on the external validation of the SAPS3-CNIV score (Simplified Acute Physiology Score 3 customised for noninvasive ventilation) to predict hospital mortality. H[useini]{.smallcaps} *et al.* \[[@C1]\] concluded that SAPS3-CNIV did not improve prediction of mortality in patients over SAPS3. This scoring system included the SAPS3, haemoglobin, carbon dioxide tension, lactate, do not resuscitate (DNR) orders and aetiology of respiratory failure. However, we consider that there are some key aspects that need to be taken into account for a proper clinical extrapolation.

In routine clinical work, for the prediction of hospital mortality, it is important to use a simple scoring system \[[@C2]\]. This helps to make decisions and improve clinical outcomes. However, in our opinion, a scoring system may be developed more rigorously. From a methodology point of view, in the development of SAPS3-CNIV by M[artinez]{.smallcaps}[-]{.smallcaps}U[rbistondo]{.smallcaps} *et al*. \[[@C3]\], the following three points should be noted.

First, they only used 241 patients to derive this score and did not calculate the sample size. The in-hospital mortality was 32.4% \[[@C3]\]. However, if the power is to be adequate to reach 75% sensitivity and 75% specificity, with α=0.05 and maximum marginal error of estimate of 5%, the smallest sample size is 890 \[[@C4]\]. Thus, we suggest that the statistical power needs to be re-evaluated for a clinical extrapolation.

Secondly, they did not specify when the variables were collected, such as at the beginning of noninvasive ventilation or after 1 h of treatment.

Thirdly, the variables in SAPS3-CNIV were dichotomised. The predictive power is not different in patients with lactate of 3 or 15 mg·dL^−1^, as the variable was dichotomised as \>2 or ≤2 mg·dL^−1^. The same problems were present in other variables. Obviously, this is not consistent with reality and suggests that these variables should be classified according to their gradients and categorised by various measured points.

Furthermore, two practical questions are important to add to these comments. 1) When was the DNR order made? 2) When was the patient admitted: to the intensive care unit or just before death? This has implication that, when measured at different time points, the scoring system may have different predictive power.

These limitations could explain why the predictive power is low in the validation study \[[@C1]\]. Further studies focused on this topic should be well designed to develop a general scoring system to guide clinical work.
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